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Density of states of states for stable structure: Ir adatom

Figure S1: For Ir@AGNR-s: (a) Total DOS. (b) PDOS for Ir as well as C\textsubscript{1} and C\textsubscript{2} carbons atoms that are shown in the main text (Figure 1). (c) PDOS of 6\textit{s}, 6\textit{p}\textsubscript{x} and 5\textit{d} orbitals of Ir. (d) PDOS of 5\textit{d} orbitals of Ir.

Figure S1-(a) shows the density of states for the stable structure, Ir@AGNR-s. In figure S1-(b) it is depicted the projected density of states for Ir and selected carbon atoms. Our results also shows that the strong localized states in the valence band corresponds mostly to 5\textit{d} orbitals of Ir whereas the most contribution in the condution bands corresponds to 6\textit{s} Ir orbitals.
Density of states for symmetric structure: Ir adatom

In Fig. S2-(a) shows the density of states for the symmetric structure, Ir@AGNR-sy, including the spin degree of freedom. In contrast to the stable case, the stronger localized states are observed in the conduction band arising from 6s Ir atoms whereas in the valence band dominates localized states coming from 5d orbitals (Fig. S2- (c-d))
PDOS and spin-flip transmission probabilities for Ni adatom: Stable structure

Figure S3: For Ni@AGNR-s: (a) PDOS of 3d orbitals of Ni. (b) Spin-flip transmission coefficients.

In Fig. S3 we present a zoom in of the (a) PDOS and its corresponding (b) transmission coefficientes of spin-flip degree of freedom. In this way, we highlight the relation between the local impurity resonances with the energy states.
PDOS and spin-flip transmission probabilities for Ni adatom: Symmetric structure

Figure S4: For Ni@AGNR-sy : (a) PDOS of 3d orbitals of Ni. (b) Spin-flip transmission coefficients.

In Fig. S4 we present a zoom in of the (a) PDOS and its corresponding (b) transmission coefficients of spin-flip degree of freedom. In this way, we emphasize the relation between the local impurity resonances with the energy states.
PDOS and spin-flip transmission probabilities for Ir adatom: Stable structure

Figure S5: For Ir@AGNR-s: (a)-(b) PDOS of 6s, 6px, and 5d orbitals of Ir. (c) Spin-flip transmission coefficients.

Fig. S5 shows a zoom in of the PDOS for (a) 6s, 6px and (b) 5d orbitals of Ir. The transmission coefficients are also shown in chart (c) to highlight the eventual relation between the local impurity resonances with the energy states.
PDOS and spin-flip transmission probabilities for Ir adatom: Symmetric structure

Figure S6: For Ir@AGNR-sy: (a)-(b) PDOS of polarized $6s$ and $5d$ orbitals of Ir. (c) Spin-flip transmission coefficients.

Fig. S6 shows a zoom in of the polarized PDOS for (a) $6s$ and (b) $5d$ orbitals of Ir. The transmission coefficients are also shown in chart (c) in order to highlight the eventual relation between the local impurity resonances with the energy states.